AZTECS FIGHT LEAGUE
REGULATIONS GENERAL INFORMATION

THANGJAM PARMANDA
Founder AZTECS FIGHT STUDIO & AFL

ROSHAN MAINAM
1 Indian in EVOLVE Team, Singapore
st

DATE & PLACE
Reporting Date: 26th Nov’19
Weigh-In :
27th Nov’19, Time: 11:00 am
Event Date:
27th – 29th Nov, 2019
Place:
AZTECS FIGHT STUDIO ‘AFS’, BT Road, Imphal Manipur
th
Entry Close:
10 Nov 2019
Entry Fee:
Rs.4800/- (Accommodation & Food at AFS building. )

NOTE: All Fighters must have their original Certificate. Entry will be
accepted on receipt of names (both fighters & officials) on the letterhead
of the affiliated unit duly signed by the President/Secretary. Photocopy of
the original Birth Certificate and age Estimation Format must be sent with
the entries in advance.

TECHNICAL CONDITIONS
MMA shorts and an optional tight fitting sleeveless, short sleeve or long
sleeve rash guard in black (or in red for the first called and blue for the
second called). The first athlete called shall wear red gloves, and shin
guards, and the second blue gloves, and shin guards.
1. The championship will run according to the AZTECS FIGHT LEAGUE ‘AFL’
official rules’
2. The championship takes place in the official weight categories and no
weight allowance is accepted:
A. STRAW WEIGHT
B. FLY WEIGHT
C. BANTAM WEIGHT
D. FEATHER WEIGHT
E. LIGHT HEAVY WEIGHT

-53 kg
-56 kg
-61 kg
-66 kg
-78 kg

3. Each competitor is requested to bring Fitness Certificate before the
official weigh-in, during which his/her competition uniforms is inspected
for compliance as well.

4. The event provide medical assistance to the competitors in the
event of an accident occurring during the competition.
5. Open MMA fighters are required to wear a groin guard and a mouth
guard. Female Competitors are also allowed to wear a chest protector.
6. Individual prizes + Certificate will be given to WINNER only :
A. STRAW WEIGHT
B. FLY WEIGHT
C. BANTAM WEIGHT
D. LIGHT HEAVY WEIGHT

Rs. 15000/-*
Rs. 15000/-*
Rs. 15000/-*
Rs. 15000/-*

(*CONDITION APPLY: Depends upon number of confirmed registrations of the ‘Amateur
League’, If no. of registration each category is <8 , then cash prize value may decrease.)

7. Each competitor is required to wear a AFL approved competition
uniform(which you can bring, but no zippers & pockets allowed for the
MMA shorts)
REFEREES
1. Only the AFL approved referees may work in the event.
2. All referees must attend the seminar that will be organized
the day before the championship.
3. All referees must wear the official AFL approved T-shirt and
accessories.

AFL EVENT RULES AND REGULATIONS :
1) No unsportsmanlike conduct will be allowed. You may be disqualified or

ejected for unsportsmanlike conduct. The referees will be shown maximum
respect at all times. Referee decisions are final and will not be overturned.
2) No striking, biting, eye gouging (includes chin to eye), head butting,

small joint manipulation (finger or toe locks), hair pulling, grabbing the
windpipe, or ear pulling will be permitted.
3) Takedowns & Slamming permitted.
4) No Elbow strike & Knee to Head kicks not allowed
5) No infectious skin diseases (such as ringworm, staph, and skin rash etc)

or open wounds will be permitted. No lubricants, oils, or lotions of any kind
will be permitted on any part of the body or clothing.
6) Competitors will be allowed to continue the fight anywhere on the

matted area, provided they don’t interfere with another match. If the
competitors near the edge of the mat, they will be restarted from the same
position, unless the referee is unable to duplicate the position for any
reason. In case the referee is unable to duplicate the position, the
competitors will restart from a standing position.
7) If a competitor flees the ring when a submission is locked in and the

competitor is obviously fleeing to avoid submission, he or she will be
automatically disqualified.
8) Women will not be permitted to compete in Men’s divisions. Men will

not be permitted to compete in Women’s divisions.
9) Wristlocks and any submissions below the waist are permitted
10) Mouthpiece and groin protection are required & recommended.
11) All competitors must wear a tight-fitting T-shirt or rashguard.
12) If mouth guard falls off more than 2 times in the entire match, then
DQ(disqualified).

AZTECS FIGHT LEAGUE
Registration last date is 10th Nov’19
Registration Fees : 4800/EVENT ENDORSED & CERTIFIED BY
INTERNATIONAL COMBAT MARTIAL ARTS

